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Delightful Japanese Cuisine – Katiga Japanese Food Shop
Talking about Japanese restaurants in Hong Kong, Katiga
Japanese Food Shop (Katiga) must be the one you are
familiar with.
In 1993, Katiga is only a shop of about 20 square meters at
Sung Kit Street, Hung Hom. With its outstanding and unique
dishes and decoration, more and more customers were being
attracted. Business had grown up dramatically and several outlets were opened at Sung Kit Street in a few
years’ time. As a dominant Japanese restaurant there, Katiga decorated the street in Japanese style.
Elegant Japanese lanterns, koi fish flags and many distinctive furnishings imported from Japan were
placed around the street. Only such beautiful decoration had already attracted the eyes of the customers.
Apart from offering visual enjoyment to the customers, Katiga always emphasizes creativity and quality
of dishes. The original creative dish “Flower of Love Sushi” is one of the unique and tasty Hong Kong
style Japanese dishes in Katiga. The “Flower of Love Sushi” is an onigiri
wrapped by salmon sashimi pieces and is shaped like a flower. Then, salad
dressing and crab roes are put on the top. This flower-like sushi is so elegant
and is highly acclaimed by the customers. Mr. Cheung, one of the restaurant
owners mentioned, “We emphasized to use fresh food ingredients. The high
turnover of food ingredients assured the quality of the dishes and won the
confidence of the customers.”
Nowadays, customers concern more about service quality.
Katiga truly understood this and has chosen Seito Food &
Beverage Management System to assist in restaurant
operation and management. With Seito’s professional and
stable system, food ordering, kitchen printing and billing
processes are all computerized. The operation efficiency is greatly
enhanced. In addition, powerful reporting function allows Katiga to
analyze business status, for example item sales performance, so that
their management staff is able to make prompt and accurate business
strategy so as to increase revenue.
With Seito, Katiga has great improvement in operation efficiency and the service quality has also been
enhanced. Thus, customers will be more satisfied with Katiga’s delightful Japanese cuisine.
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